Winter Springs High – Band of Gold

Pure Gold – Color Guard

AUDITIONS

May 4th, 5th & 6th

4:30 pm – 6:00 pm

Location: WSHS Gym

Basic Skills to be learned:

- Drop Spins
- Speed Spins
- Angles
- Extensions
- Horizontal Toss
- Single Toss
- Double Toss

More Info on back!
**Group Routine:** You will also be judged on your flexible learning ability through a group routine that will be taught. You will be judged on your ability to perform with good facial expression, body technique and coordination to perform in a group.

**Performance Attire:** Solid black tank-top and gym shorts. Hair should be pulled back from face. Jazz shoes or Tennis shoes are acceptable.

If you have any questions concerning auditions for Pure Gold Color Guard (WSHS), please contact: Aimee Byrd, Parent Representative, Band of Gold Color Guard, email [aimeejobyrd@gmail.com](mailto:aimeejobyrd@gmail.com) or Phone 407-496-6955.